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Executive Summary
This report outlines an investigation conducted by the University of Arizona, Resource Systems
Group, and the Visitor Use and Social Science Branch at Yosemite National Park. The objectives
of this Mariposa Grove focused research were: to 1) understand visitor travel patterns across all
transit areas facilitated by the shuttle or private vehicle; and 2) explore for relationships between
transportation and visitor use/experience conditions in the Mariposa Grove.
This investigation deployed four different overarching methods for data collection. These include
direct observation, automatic trail and traffic recorders, simulation modeling, and Global
Position System (GPS) receivers. Direct observation methods were applied from 9:00 to 16:00
and observed the following variables: vehicle length of stay, vehicle occupancy, vehicles at one
time counts, and pedestrian arrivals to the Grizzly Giant. Three automated traffic recorders
(ATR) were deployed for this study. Two were located on either side (north and south) of
Wawona on Highway 41, and one recorder was placed on the Mariposa Grove Road. GPS units
were distributed to visitors traveling to the Grove via the three transit hubs available (Mariposa
Grove, Wawona Store, and South Entrance parking areas) between the hours of 9:00 and 15:00.
Vehicle parking counts across all three locations of interest indicate that on nearly all days
throughout peak visitation season (June, July, and August) parking is saturated by demand.
Capacity is reached at the Mariposa Grove parking lot early in the morning (by 9:30 usually) and
the gate is closed. Vehicles then quickly fill the small South Entrance lot and vehicles begin
accumulating rapidly at Wawona Store by 10:00 for Grove access via the shuttle. Demand
remains high and parking near capacity throughout the afternoon, and it was still near capacity
when our sampling ended at 16:00. ATR data for the recorders south of Wawona and on the
Mariposa Grove Road indicate that the extent of demand begins to subside after the 18:00 hour
through the months of June, July, and August.
Despite the gate being closed to the Mariposa Grove parking area an average of 52% of the time,
the Mariposa Grove parking area serviced on average 58.5% of total arrivals to the Grove. This
is likely because of the relatively large parking area at the Grove (estimated capacities for cars:
Mariposa Grove =113, South Entrance =27, and Wawona =125) and shorter total trip lengths
because visitors do not have the shuttle-associated wait and transit times. However, the relative
transit hub contributions to arrivals were highly variable and were influenced by demand as well
as shuttle and gate operations.
Shuttle buses began arriving to the Grove during the 9:00 hour and peaked during the 10:00
hour, delivering an average of 1,524 riders daily. Only 25.5% of the buses were filled to capacity
between 9:00 and 15:00, but this percentage varied greatly by day and time of day.
Tram ridership was estimated to be about 9.6% of total Mariposa Grove arrivals (June, July, and
August). GPS track analysis showed that two-thirds of tram riders left the tram at some point
during the trip to take a hike. In fact, 55% hiked within the Lower Grove, likely walking a trail or
the road back to the parking lot from the Grizzly Giant. Others hiked within the Upper Grove,
with some hiking to Wawona Point.
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Total trip length and parking duration was shortest for the Mariposa Grove parking lot and
longest for the Wawona parking area. However, despite spending time waiting for shuttles and
transit, shuttle riders spent a similar amount of time in the Lower and Upper Groves as did
visitors who parked directly at Mariposa Grove. Shuttle riders also visited key areas of interest,
such as the Grizzly Giant, California Tree, and Upper Grove in similar percentages as visitors
did who parked at the Grove. This significant result suggests that having to spend extra time to
get to the Grove via the shuttle did not reduce the time spent at the destination.
Preliminary regression analyses showed that the relationship between visitor arrivals to the
Grove and hikers arriving to the Grizzly Giant was strongest in the early morning and evening
when the Mariposa Grove parking lot was open. During the middle of the day when the gate was
closed and the shuttle was operating, the relationship between visitor arrival volumes and Grizzly
Giant visitation was weak. Further analyses will be conducted to further understand the
relationship between visitor arrivals and volumes arriving to this iconic sequoia destination.
The pedestrian model developed for the Grizzly Giant enables park management the capability
of considering visitor experience quality through considering a variety of standards of quality,
which are presented in the report. The Grizzly Giant was confirmed to be a common destination
within the Grove with 74% of hikers visiting the tree, spending on average just under 8 minutes
in the immediate vicinity of the tree. Most who reached the Grizzly Giant also visited the nearby
California Tree.
To summarize, all findings point to the current system reaching capacity mid-morning and
remaining so through most of the afternoon, with demand to visit Mariposa Grove remaining
high into the evening hours. The Grizzly Giant is confirmed to be a destination for three-quarters
of arrivals to Mariposa Grove and visitation to this iconic tree remains high until 18:00. This
suggests that focusing carrying capacity standards around this tree is appropriate and will be the
focus of future analyses complimented by transit performance measures within action alternative
concepts.
It should also be noted that the true demand for visitation to the Grove cannot be understood
through descriptive data collection alone. For example, we cannot quantify visitors that decide to
forego visiting the Grove or the park as a whole due to visitor use conditions occurring during
the peak visitation season. More specifically, the methods applied for these investigations did not
seek to understand decisions made on-the-fly by visitor groups once private vehicles are
restricted from directly accessing the Grove. The premise of this research is to determine
appropriate levels of use at the Grizzly Giant, considered the proxy location for visitor
experience for the area.
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Delineated Parking – A parking area paved and clearly striped to indicate the length and width
parameters of each stall.
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pedestrians using a facility during the peak 15-minutes of the analysis period, relative to
the physical capacity of the pedestrian facility.
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Vehicles at one time (VAOT) – A visitor use metric in which the number of vehicles present
during one point in time are counted within a defined area. Used to calculate fluctuations
in vehicle volumes over a period of time.
Visitor density – A visitor use metric that calculates distance between people/visitors as a
product of area. This measure can be compared across a variety of sites without defining
the total spatial extent of a given area.
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Introduction
This report contains final results of Mariposa Grove (MG) Visitor Use and Transportation
Assessment. The investigation included a variety of components seeking to document the time
and space characteristics of use conditions during the peak visitation season for the park. The
results sections are organized in logical progression from summary statistics to more advanced
analysis. Macro-level transportation system information is presented as well as its relationship to
micro-level attraction site descriptive data on crowding. The results are presented for three
distinct transportation hubs providing access to Mariposa Grove: 1) Mariposa Grove parking; 2)
South Gate parking; and 3) Wawona Store parking. The pedestrian-based information highlights
three areas of interest within MG: 1) Lower Grove; 2) Grizzly Giant (located within the Lower
Grove); and 3) Upper Grove. The Grizzly Giant was chosen as a focal point of this study because
its central location in the Grove, its accessibility for tram riders, and the current design that
forces visitors to conform to a more discrete travel network and viewing area through fencing.
The report is organized as follows:
A brief Methods section provides an overview of the protocols used to collect data for this
report.
The Descriptive Results section begins by providing traffic volumes and daily use patterns in the
study area and describes gate closure operations on the Mariposa Grove Road. Parking
capacities and accumulations are presented next, followed by an estimate of total arrivals to
Mariposa Grove and the relative contribution from each transit hub. The next section describes
parking duration and provides an estimate of total trip length by transit hub. A description of
shuttle ridership, wait times at the different transit hubs, and transit times between hubs follows.
The remainder of the results section focuses on visitor behaviors within the Mariposa Grove.
Tram ridership, monthly hiking volumes and daily patterns on different trails, and visitation to
different areas of the Grove (infrastructure area, Lower Grove, Grizzly Giant, California Tree,
and Upper Grove) are described.
The next sections of the report present more complex analyses to begin to use descriptive data to
model and predict visitor use levels and crowding. The Regression Modeling Results section
describes the relationship between visitor arrivals to the Grove from vehicle volumes and shuttle
alightings to hiker volumes at the Grizzly Giant. Next the Visitor Use and Simulation Modeling
section describes different methodologies to estimate crowding levels at the Grizzly Giant.
The Conclusions section summarizes key findings and describes planned future analyses.
Project Background/History
Mariposa Grove (MG) has become a popular visitor use destination in Yosemite National Park
(YNP) for a variety of reasons. Visitor motives for visiting MG could include but are not limited
to heritage, environmental protection legacy, and unique natural resources. Resulting from
increased recreation demand to the Grove, facilities can quickly fail to accommodate daily
vehicle access and maintain adequate visitor circulation. Equally important, current congestion
and transit systems used to access MG bring into question the park’s capability of maintaining

quality visitor experiences. The extent of recreation demand has called into question dimensions
of the experience from the transit mode to trails and attraction sites. This popularity has also
increased the importance of sound visitor use management to protect natural and cultural
resources from unacceptable impacts that can occur from visitor use. . Understanding temporal
and spatial aspects of existing use is required in order to simulate any infrastructural or
regulatory changes that planning and management actions could conceivably implement to
further optimize these important landscapes in YNP.
The Mariposa Grove Visitor Use and Transportation Assessment project began collecting
information on April 15, 2011 and ran thru September 1, 2011. Additionally, information
collected in 2010 through the Integrated Transportation and Capacity Assessment project funded
through Federal Highways Administration Transit in Park Program adds information also
applicable and foundational to describing visitor experiences in the Grizzly Giant area of MG.
This report outlines these integrated results to better understand the interconnectivity of
recreation access, experience quality, and use levels across the entire travel network associated
with this iconic park destination.
Project Need
Scientifically defensible data are needed from which to develop management options and
planning alternatives that better address visitor capacity determinations in the MG. Equally,
YNP is in need of a comprehensive understanding of the visitor use patterns that take place in the
Grove, including the transportation systems that provide access throughout the day. Personal
vehicle access to the MG parking area requires an aggressive traffic management
program. Currently, this program is managed by the park concessionaire at the request of park
management. The shuttle system plays an integral part in minimizing the need for greater
parking development or formalized visitor use limits to the Grove during the peak summer
season. It is assumed that the MG Environmental Impact Statement will consider a variety of
visitor use management strategies to accommodate use without inappropriately impacting
resources or visitor experiences offered in this iconic sequoia grove. As a result, the data
collected from this cooperative agreement serves as the principal visitor use research to inform
the planning effort.
Previous research funded by the Yosemite Trails Campaign in 2008 has informed park
management regarding trail use in the Grove. However, park management recognizes that the
largest issues surrounding visitor use are the transit and transportation issues. Thus, data
collection primarily focused on access to the MG and the existing undocumented aspects of
visitor use related to private vehicle volumes, physical parking availability (at MG and overflow
parking at Wawona), shuttle intervals, shuttle ridership (boarding and alighting), and closure
times of the MG to personal vehicle use. This project includes the development of a statistical
model of transportation and visitor use travel patterns that is linked to trail use and the existing
pedestrian model for the Grizzly Giant. These data are desirable to park management for
providing insight into both existing conditions and allowing for a greater informed range of
planning alternatives. Automated counter equipment was deployed on roadways and trails to
explore for relationships across use levels over time and geographic space.
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Research Questions
What are the current transportation use patterns at the Mariposa Grove complex (Grove,
Wawona Store shuttle use parking, and South Entrance shuttle use parking)?
1. What is the existing spatial and temporal pattern of visitor use (daily, monthly) to the
Grove?
2. What is the total visitation throughout the season to the Grove, combining both private
vehicle use and shuttle delivery?
3. When are the peak visitation periods at the Grizzly Giant Complex?
4. Are facilities such as parking areas (for shuttle and those getting on the shuttles) and key
view areas at capacity during peak periods of use?
How does the current transportation infrastructure influence trail visitation to the Grove?
1. Do the current transportation use levels create unacceptable visitor conditions based on
the thresholds outlined in the 2010 evaluative studies?
2. What are the relationships between shuttle bus ridership, private vehicle volumes,
trailhead and Grizzly Giant pedestrian arrivals, and Grizzly Giant visitor densities?
3. Do linear regression models have sufficient predictive capabilities for accurately
examining a variety of future visitor use conditions (i.e. reductions and additions in
visitor use levels)?
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Methods
In order to answer the above research questions, field-based data collection protocols were
developed to gather specific variables using a combination of direct observation, automated trail
and traffic counters, GPS receiver tracks of hiking trips, and data gathered from the shuttle
concessionaire.
The following transportation-related variables were collected in the research area that included
the Wawona Store, South Entrance, and Mariposa Grove parking areas/transportation hubs, and
the Wawona and Mariposa Grove Roads:


Shuttle Service Arrival Variables
o Service Frequencies (i.e., shuttle service schedule)
o Boardings and alightings (for all stop locations)
o Shuttle wait times via GPS tracks



Personal Vehicle Arrivals and Parking Variables
o Traffic Counter Timestamp Measure of Entering and Exiting Vehicles on
Mariposa Grove Road
o Vehicle Occupancy via Observation-based Timestamp Measure of Entering and
Exiting Vehicles at the Mariposa Grove, South Gate, and Wawona Parking Areas
o Hourly Parking Accumulation at the Mariposa Grove, South Gate, and Wawona
Parking Areas



Gate Closure Operations
o Time of Day
o Daily Frequency
o Duration of Gate Closures



Transportation Variables at Wawona
o Traffic Volumes, by Direction on Wawona Road (41) North of Forest Road and
South of Wawona Campground

In addition to transit variables, the hike or visit specific information collected within Mariposa
Grove is listed below. Some of the results were used to build a visitor use model focused on the
iconic Grizzly Giant, which is briefly described here and results are reported in the Visitor Use
Simulation Modeling section of the report. The methodology used to collect and process the GPS
tracks follows below and the results are integrated into the Descriptive Results section of the
report.


Visitor Use at the Grove
o Outer Loop Trail Visitor Use Estimation
o Grizzly Giant Trail Visitor Use Estimation
o Grizzly Giant Site Arrival Counts for Calibration and "Backup" (15 minute bins,
if possible; sample of days)
o Length of Stay in Mariposa Grove, by Mode and Transportation Hub.
5

o Overall Trip Length, Including Hike Prep Time, Shuttle Wait, Shuttle Transit, and
Hike Times.
o People at One time (PAOT) Counts at Grizzly Giant.


Tram Variables
o Proportion of Shuttle alightings at Grove Going to Tram Tour vs. Hiking into
Trail Network
o Proportion of Visitors Arriving by Personal Vehicles Going to Tram Tour vs.
Hiking into Trail Network
o Tram Tour Ridership, by Tour
o Number of Tram Tours per Day, and Schedule

Grizzly Giant Visitor Use Model
Information regarding pedestrian use has been collected within two studies recently at MG, a
trail use study and the development of an Extend-based pedestrian model. In both instances, trail
use estimation equipment collected overall use estimates through a significant portion of the
summer. In the latter of these studies, length of stay, visitor densities, and visitor informed
standards at the Grizzly Giant were collected in tandem with these efforts. RSG is in the process
of developing an Extend-based model for the Grizzly Giant area of the MG, a popular and
proximate area for visitor access at the Grove. Additional funding will become available in
2012/2013 for analysis of simulated transportation scenarios based on the alternatives being
developed by the park planning workgroup.
Global Positioning System (GPS) Visitor Tracks
In order to get information on trip characteristics such as trip duration, distance hiked, and areas
visited within the Grove, the University of Arizona conducted a study in which visitors were
asked to carry i-gotU model GT-120 GPS units with them during their trip to Mariposa Grove.
Sampling occurred on 6 days between July 23 and September 6, 2011 between 9:00 and 15:00.
Visitors were contacted and asked to carry the units when they arrived to the Mariposa Grove
parking lot, the South Gate shuttle bus stop, and the Wawona Store shuttle bus stop (Table 1).
Only 8.9% of the visitors approached refused to participate in the study. The resulting
distribution of tracks was not a representative sample of visitors arriving to the Grove. The
sample tended to under-represent Mariposa Grove arrivals, over-represent tram users, and did not
sample visitors who arrived before 9:00 and after 15:00. Tracks results are most useful in
examining trip characteristics of subgroups and travel patterns during peak hours of use.
Generalizing to the entire population of Mariposa Grove visitors using averages should be done
with caution.
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Table 1. GPS distribution origin and sample size.
Transit Hub
Mariposa
South Entrance
Wawona

Sample Size

Distribution

116

31.4%

78

21.1%

176

47.6%

An automated .gpx processing program was built as a custom extension to TopoFusion, a fully
featured GPS Mapping program, to mass-process large sets of GPS data in order to output
statistics associated with each .gpx track for visitor-use research purposes. The program
successfully processed the Mariposa Grove GPS data set (523 records), correcting errors
associated with temporary signal loss (due to cloud cover, dense vegetation, putting the unit in a
backpack, etc.), and eliminating tracks with more severe issues such as complete signal loss prior
to trip completion. The final sample size was 370 (70.7% of the original sample).
The program was designed to output mode of travel (tram vs. hiker), distance traveled and time
spent within research polygons, time spent waiting for a shuttle bus and in transit to the Grove on
shuttles, and time spent orienting and preparing for a hike after arrival to the Grove. Figure 1
shows the pre-determined research polygons defining the Upper and Lower Groves, attraction
site polygons at the Grizzly Giant and California Tree, access polygons that were used to
determine tram vs. hiker travel, an orientation or preparation polygon that captured visitor use of
the restroom facilities and gift shop, and intercept polygons that defined the area GPS units were
distributed.
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Figure 1 - Mariposa Grove study area research polygons
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Descriptive Results
Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) Locations and Descriptive Results
Three vehicle counters were place throughout the Mariposa Grove/Wawona area in order to
monitor vehicle use levels and patterns throughout the area. Counters were placed on the
Mariposa Grove entrance road between South Entrance and the main Mariposa Grove parking
lot, north of South Entrance going towards Wawona, and just north of the Wawona Campground.
Figure 2 depicts the location of each of the three automatic traffic recorders (ATR’s) that were
used to measure vehicle traffic volumes into and out of the Mariposa Grove-Wawona study area
during summer 2011. Vehicle counters, particularly the counter between South Entrance and
Mariposa Grove will be used to model private vehicle input and shuttle ridership input to
Mariposa Grove.

Figure 2 - Location of ATR’s, summer 2011.

Figure 3 reports daily vehicle traffic volumes into the Mariposa Grove-Wawona study area, by
ATR location, where inbound vehicle traffic volumes are defined as:
Wawona North ATR - Southbound travel lane (i.e., vehicle traffic traveling in the direction of
Wawona and Mariposa Grove)
Wawona South ATR - Northbound travel lane (i.e., vehicle traffic traveling in the direction of
Wawona)
9

Mariposa Grove ATR - Eastbound travel lane (i.e., vehicle traffic traveling in the direction of
Mariposa Grove)

Figure 3 - Daily inbound vehicle traffic volumes into the Mariposa Grove-Wawona study area, by ATR
location.

Mariposa Grove Road Gate Closures
On a typical day during the peak summer season the Mariposa Grove parking area fills to
capacity in the morning and the gate to the Mariposa Road is generally first closed between 9:00
and 10:00 to prevent additional private vehicles from entering the area (Table 2). The first
weekend gate closure tended to occur earlier than on weekdays and the gate was always closed
by 10:30. Figure 4 reports daily inbound vehicle volumes on Mariposa Grove Road and daily net
vehicle accumulation at Mariposa Grove (inbound vehicle traffic on Mariposa Grove Road
minus outbound vehicle traffic on Mariposa Grove) at the time of the first gate closure for each
data collection day during summer 2011.
The gate was opened and closed an average of 5.5 times per day (Table 3) to allow private
vehicles to enter when spaces became available, but it was variable (st. dev. = 2.2) with a range
of 2 to 11 times. Across the entire sampling season (June 16 to August 29, 2011), the average
time the gate was closed between 10:00 and 15:00 was 2 hr 36 min or 52% of the time. The
amount of time the gate was closed between 10:00 and 15:00 per day ranged from 21% of the
time on August 29 to 71% on July 4, 2011. The percent of time the gate was closed during the
week was similar to the time it was closed on weekends (51% vs. 54%, respectively). Figure 5
illustrates vehicle volumes on the Mariposa Grove Road during the peak summer season.
Inbound vehicles exceed outbound until the point when the gate is closed, then
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inbound/outbound rates remain similar as the gate is operated until late afternoon, and then
around 18:00 outbound traffic exceeds inbound.

Table 2 - Time of day of first gate closure on Mariposa Grove Road.
Time of Day

Percentage
(n=18)

9:00-9:29

28%

9:30-9:59

61%

10:00-10:29

11%

Table 3 - Average number of gate closures and average time of first gate closure.
Day of
Week

n

Avg. Closures per Day

Avg. Time of First Closure

Weekday

10

4.7

9:41:36 AM

Weekend

8

6.5

9:30:37 AM

18

5.5

9:36:43 AM

All Days

Mariposa Grove: First Gate Closure
250

Inbound Volume
Accumulation

# of Vehicles

200
150
100
50
0

Figure 4 - Inbound vehicle volumes on Mariposa Grove Road and net vehicle accumulation at Mariposa
Grove at the time of first gate closure on Mariposa Grove Road.
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Figure 5– Daily vehicle pattern on the Mariposa Grove Road example (July 17, 2011) showing inbound
and outbound traffic by hour and timing of gate closures.

Parking Counts
Parking occupancy in both paved/striped and unpaved parking locations was collected from 9:00
to 16:00 on 20 days from June 11to August 29, 2011. The following graphs display the average
VAOT (vehicles at one time) of formal parking lots at the Mariposa Grove, South Gate, Wawona
Store, and Wawona Overflow (See Figures 8, 9, 10 & 11). Figure 6 displays a composite of all
locations showing total VAOT across the sample days until sampling ends at 4pm and Figure 7
shows an average sum of all vehicles parked in the study area by time of day.
The parking lot at Mariposa Grove had an average of 80 to 85 vehicles at 9am (Figure 8). When
VAOT reaches around 110 (the designed capacity for that parking lot is 113) the parking pattern
begins to shift to South Gate (Figure 9), where by 10:00 that location has maxed out at around
25(approximate capacity=27 cars). South Gate parking averaged 25 vehicles on weekends and 26
vehicles on the weekdays at 11:00 (peak hour of accumulation). The highest observed count at
South Gate was 30 vehicles on August 4th at 16:00 which included parking that compromised
vehicle flow.
After the South Gate lot fills, parking for the Grove shifts to Wawona Store which accumulates
vehicles rapidly from 10:00 to 11:00 (Figure 10). By 12:00 the lot is near capacity and the
number of vehicles parked only slightly tapers off throughout the afternoon (approximate
capacity=125 cars). Wawona Store averaged 132 vehicles on weekends and 121 vehicles on
weekdays at 13:00 (peak hour of accumulation). The highest observed count at Wawona Store
was 149 vehicles on August 4th at 13:00 which included eight oversized vehicles.
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Vehicles in overflow areas near Wawona Store (Hotel, Visitor Center, Tennis Courts, south of
the dirt parking west of Highway 41, and north of the South Fork bridge; Figure 12) peaked after
Wawona Store lots were full (Figure 11). It should be noted that many of those visitors were
hotel guests (especially in the morning), stable, and Visitor Center visitors utilizing the Wawona
area. Day visitors were also observed parking at the Stables, along Forest Drive, in employee
parking areas near the Visitor Center, and as far away as Chilnualna Road when the Wawona
Store lot was full.
Based on VAOT observations collected every half hour from 9:00 to 16:00, the Mariposa Grove
parking lot was at or above designed capacity 25% of the time and was at or above 95% of
capacity 50% of the time. Although demand was high, parking of oversize vehicles and gate
closures meant the lot was not completely full the entire peak time. Because oversize vehicles
tended to park in the South Gate lot and parking was sometimes inefficient on the non-delineated
gravel, it was only at 100% capacity (in terms of number of vehicles) 22% of the time and was at
95% capacity 36% of the time. Although VAOT did not peak until later in the morning at the
Wawona Store lot, it was at 100% capacity 24% of the time and at 95% of capacity 39% of the
time between 9:00 and 16:00. Parts of what was included in the Wawona Store parking area was
also non-delineated gravel where oversize vehicles and inefficient parking led to a high
variability in counts (See “secondary dirt parking” area on Figure 12). Figures 8 to10 indicate the
100% and 95% designed capacity lines for cars at each parking area. Collective location peak
hour accumulations (vehicles at one time) averaged 373 vehicles by 14:00 (all locations peak
hour of accumulation).

Figure 6 - Average VAOT at all Locations
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Figure 7 - Total average VAOT

Figure 8 – Average VAOT at Mariposa Grove compared to 100% and 95% Capacities
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Figure 9 – Average VAOT at South Gate compared to 100% and 95% Capacities

Figure 10 – Average VAOT at Wawona Store compared to 100% and 95% Capacities
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Figure 11 – Average VAOT at Wawona Overflow

Figure 12 – Wawona parking areas counted for VAOT.
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Total Arrivals to Mariposa Grove and Relative Contributions by Hub
Average total daily arrivals to Mariposa Grove were estimated and relative contributions of each
transportation hub (Wawona Store, South Gate, and Mariposa Grove parking) were calculated.
Shuttle data was compiled from DNC shuttle logs from 20 days (10 weekends, 10 weekdays),
mostly from the month of July (15 days in July, 2 days in June, 3 days in August). The number
of passengers boarding at Wawona and South Gate were calculated per day. Daily arrivals from
personal vehicles parking in the Mariposa Grove parking lot were estimated on the same
sampling days using the personal vehicle count obtained by the ATR on Mariposa Grove Road
multiplied by 3, which was the average vehicle occupancy observed in that parking area.
Total arrivals to Mariposa Grove averaged 3,269 on the sampled days. On average, 58.5%
(2,106) visitors parked at Mariposa Grove, 33.3% (1,222) took the shuttle from Wawona, and
8.2% (301) parked and took the shuttle from South Gate. The proportion of arrivals contributed
from each location varied based on demand because the Mariposa Grove parking lot reached
capacity early and additional visitors had to utilize the South Gate and Wawona parking areas
and shuttle for access. Therefore, on higher visitation days, Wawona parking and shuttle tended
to contribute a higher proportion of visitors (Figures 13 and 14). However, relative contribution
was variable and likely impacted by gate operation (i.e., did the operator wait until half the lot
was empty to open the gate back up or when just a few spots were available?); adverse weather
conditions may also cause shorter hike times and increase turnover in the Mariposa Grove
parking lot.

Figure 13 – Examples of the ratio of trips originating from each hub, numbers in boxes show total
Mariposa Grove visitation for the day.
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Figure 14 – Proportion of trips originating from Wawona compared to total arrivals to Mariposa Grove

Trip Length and Parking Duration
Two methods were used to estimate trip duration. One method determined parking duration in
formal parking lots at Mariposa Grove, South Gate and the General Store at Wawona by direct
observation of vehicle turnover. The other method utilized GPS tracks from units distributed at
the same three parking areas to estimate total trip length. Both methods only acquired data from
9:00 to approximately 15:00 so very early morning, late afternoon, and evening trip duration
characteristics were not captured. The result is likely an overestimation of average daily trip
duration since later trips could not include longer hikes.
Total trip duration was calculated from the GPS tracks by considering the time from
dissemination to the time the visitor returned to his or her destination. For Mariposa Grove, the
GPS units were distributed in the parking area as soon as the visitor arrived. For South Entrance
and Wawona Store hubs, GPS units were distributed as soon as the visitor arrived at the shuttle
stop, therefore, some hiking preparation time was not captured. As expected, trip durations were
longer the further the visitor started from the Mariposa Grove because of shuttle wait and transit
times (Table 4). It should be noted that the Mariposa Grove average is likely an overestimate
because the processing methodology required tracks to be eliminated that never left the trip
origin. In fact, 4.7% of the trips originating from Wawona and South Entrance never left the
Mariposa Grove parking/infrastructure area; similar visits from the Mariposa Grove origin would
have been eliminated from the sample. Trip lengths, regardless of transit hub origin, were highly
variable in length.
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Table 4. Average total trip duration by GPS intercept origin (tram riders and hikers).
Transit Hub
Mariposa Grove
South Entrance
Wawona

n

Average
(hh:mm)

Std. Dev.
(hh:mm)

Range
(hh:mm)

116

1:55

0:54

0:38‐4:42

78

2:26

1:05

0:35‐5:52

176

3:06

1:05

0:50‐6:58

Another method of estimating trip length is to observe parking duration. Vehicle turnover
sampling began at 9:00 and ended at 16:00 on 19 to 22 days per location. Percent distribution of
duration, binned into hour intervals, has been reported as the average across all days sampled,
including only those who arrived from 9:00 through 13:00 (Figure 15). On average, vehicles
parking in the Mariposa Grove lot stayed 2 hr 13 min, South Gate lot vehicles stayed 2 hr 38
min, and Wawona Store vehicles stayed 2 hr 34 min. Limitations of this approach were that
extreme parking times were missed, both on the short and long end. Multiple turnovers within
an hour would be missed (leading to overestimation of parking duration) and exact parking times
over 4 hours could not be determined (leading to underestimation). Also, the Wawona Store
parking duration includes vehicles that did not go to the Grove. The GPS tracks found that 87%
of the tracks originating from Wawona lasted more than two hours. Using this figure, and
assuming that all three and four hour trips headed toward Mariposa Grove, it can be estimated
that roughly 60% of visitors parking in the Wawona Store area were headed toward Mariposa
Grove and the rest were parked there because of Wawona area attractions.
There was no significant variance at any of the three sites between weekday and weekend
averages. The lack of significant variation between weekday and weekend for both parking
duration and VAOT indicate that the designed capacity of the parking system, as geographically
defined for the purposes of this study, operates at capacity during all days of the week.
Based on turnover of private vehicles, the Mariposa Grove parking lot (about 113 spaces)
services on average 320 visitor vehicles per day between 9:00 and 15:00, the South Gate parking
lot (about 27 spaces) accommodates 51 vehicles per day, and the Wawona Store lot (about 125
spaces) services about 257 visitor vehicles per day.
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Figure 15 - Average vehicle parking duration at Wawona Store, Mariposa Grove and South Gate
from 9:00 through 13:00 arrivals.

Mariposa Grove parking durations and GPS tracks can be used to describe the preferred length of
time spent in the Grove, remembering the caveat that the shortest visits were not adequately
sampled. An examination of parking duration times during the course of the day (Figure 16)
suggests that early morning arrivals tend to spend longer hiking in the Grove area (greater
number of three and four hour or greater trips) than afternoon arrivals (increasing percentage of
one-hour trips). This trend could also be seen in the GPS data with tracks beginning from 9:00 to
10:00 lasting an average of 2 hr 18 min and tracks beginning between 14:00 and 15:00 lasting an
average of 1 hr 32 min.
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Figure 16 – Average parking duration based on arrival time to Mariposa Grove

Shuttle Ridership, Wait Times, and Transit Times
DNC shuttle driver-collected ridership counts were compiled for 20 days (10 weekend days and
10 weekdays) from June 24 to August 10, 2011. On those days, there was a daily average of 42
inbound buses to Mariposa Grove (range: 34 to 56). This was similar to the average of 41 buses
detected by the automated traffic counter across the 118 day sampling season. The automated
counter detected a slightly higher number of buses arriving to the Grove on weekends than
weekdays (42 and 40, respectively). Buses generally began arriving at the Grove during the 9:00
hour, peaking during the 10:00 hour and again around 16:00 when empty buses were sent to
collect exiting hikers at the end of the day (Figure 17). On the 20 compiled days, an average of
1,524 visitors (range: 635-2,001) took the shuttle from Wawona (mean=1,222) or South Gate
(mean=301) to Mariposa Grove. Hourly ridership was greatest between 10:00 and 12:00 with a
smaller peak around 15:00 (Figure 18). Average ridership, including the empty buses arriving in
the late afternoon, was 36. Buses arriving to Mariposa Grove were at 95% capacity (at least 70
riders, 74 passenger capacity) 25.5% of the time between 9:00 and 15:00, but the daily
percentage was highly variable (Range: 4 to 57%).
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Figure 17 – Average hourly number of shuttle buses arriving to Mariposa Grove

Figure 18 – Average hourly number of shuttle passengers arriving to Mariposa Grove.

Shuttle wait times were estimated using GPS track data. Wait times on average were shortest at
the South Entrance and longest at Wawona (Table 5). South Entrance times were probably the
shortest because drivers would run a short loop and return to pick up waiting visitors if their bus
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was too full coming from Wawona. Nearly half (49.8%) of the wait times were less than 10
minutes and only 5.5% were over 30 minutes (Figure 19). There is less confidence in the
Mariposa Grove shuttle wait time than the other locations because it was calculated based on
track presence in a relatively small boarding polygon vs. the difference between when a unit was
handed out and when the shuttle left the intercept area as was the method used to calculate wait
times at Wawona and South Entrance. It is likely that the Mariposa Grove wait time is an
underestimate because it is likely that visitors waiting for the shuttle but chose not to do so in the
immediate boarding area but wandered around the infrastructure area, visiting the Gift Shop,
using the bathrooms, or viewing interpretive signs, all while watching for the bus.

Table 5. Shuttle wait times at each transit hub.
Transit Hub

n

Average Time
(mm:ss)

Std. Dev.
(mm:ss)

Range
(mm:ss)

South Entrance (to MG)

78

10:38

7:39

0:47‐41:35

Wawona (to MG)

176

13:05

10:23

0:17‐47:20

Mariposa (return)

238

11:49

8:02

0:02‐38:53

Figure 19 – Shuttle wait times including all transit hubs.

Shuttle transit times (time spent on shuttle riding between hubs) were derived from the GPS
tracks by subtracting the time measured doing all other activities (prep time, hike time, shuttle
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wait time) from the total trip duration (Table 6). Because it was not measured directly, it should
be viewed with some caution, although the average travel times derived are consistent with what
we would expect given the distances traveled and traffic patterns. Times include travel to and
from the Grove.

Table 6. Total shuttle transit times (both ways) for each transit hub.

Transit Hub

n

Average
Time
(mm:ss)

South Entrance

78

9:33

1:03

7:12‐14:12

Wawona

174

33:29

3:19

21:06‐46:38

Std. Dev.
(mm:ss)

Range
(mm:ss)

Fee-For-Service Tram
An alternative mode of travel into Mariposa Grove is a fee-for-service tram that is available for
visitors when they arrive at Mariposa Grove from May to October. The Big Trees Tram Tour
generally runs about every half hour from 9:30 to 17:00 and trips last about one hour and 15
minutes. Visitors opting to ride the tram would not be counted on trail traffic counters. A VUSS
intern collected tram arrival and ridership data from 9:00 to 16:00 on three days in late July at the
Grizzly Giant. On those days, 11 trams stopped at the Grizzly Giant with an average of 29
passengers per tram (range: 2 to 43) and 308 total passengers between 9:00 and 16:00. Tram
ridership was 9.1% of the estimated total arrivals to the Grove on those days (based on personal
vehicle traffic volume on the Mariposa Grove Road and DNC shuttle boarding data). This was
similar to an estimate of tram ridership for the entire month of July (8.0%) based on DNC
provided tram ridership numbers (monthly total) and an estimate of total arrivals to the Grove
(based on trail counter data). June tram ridership was slightly higher at 12.2% of total arrivals
and August ridership was lower at 8.5%. Therefore, average tram ridership from June through
August was estimated to be 9.6% of total arrivals to Mariposa Grove.
Trams tended to run about every half hour on the days observed and they stayed an average of 11
min at the Grizzly Giant/California Tree area (range: 6 to 17 min); stop time was consistently
between 10 and 13 min (87% of the observed stops). This was confirmed by the GPS track
analysis that showed tram riders spent an average of 10 minutes at the Grizzly Giant/California
Tree complex.
The VUSS intern not only recorded tram arrival and departures to Grizzly Giant but also noted
trams passing the Grizzly Giant on the way to the Upper Grove and Museum. From those
passing and departure times the interval between experiencing a tram as one approaches the
Grizzly Giant area can be described. The average time between trams was 16 min, but that
reflected the almost bi-modal nature of tram traffic (Figure 24), with 47% of tram intervals being
10 min or less and 44% being 21 min or more.
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Figure 20 – Interval between experiencing Trams as one approaches the Grizzly Giant

The GPS track analysis showed that 66% of visitors who took the tram did not remain on the
tram for their entire trip (Table 7). For example, some rode the tram to the Upper Grove and then
hiked back to the parking lot; others hiked to Wawona Point and got back on the tram. The
largest percentage stayed on the tram until it reached the Grizzly Giant and then they hiked back
to the parking lot.
Table 7 - Tram rider (n=71) hiking characteristics.
Tram Visitor Type

n

Proportion
of Tram trips

Tram Only Users (non-hiking)

24

34.8%

47

66.2%

Tram-Hikers (LG & UG)

10

14.1%

Tram-Hikers (UG only)

2

8

11.3%

Tram-Hikers (LG only)

3

29

40.8%

Tram-Hikers

1

1

A tram-hiker was identified as a person who initially took the tram but then became a hiker at some point
in the trip.
2

Upper Grove tram users were considered to become hikers if they traveled more than 5.5 miles in the
Upper Grove.

3

A Lower Grove tram-hiker was identified as a person who began their trip as a tram rider and concluded
their trip by traveling through a hiker polygon.
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Infrared Trail Counter Locations and Descriptive Results
Several trail counters were deployed for the duration of the study period from May to September
in order to capture trail use levels at various positions throughout the Lower Grove. Figure 21
depicts the location of each of the three infrared trail counters that were used to measure visitor
use on trails in Mariposa Grove during summer 2011. Another counter was deployed on the
Lower Grizzly Trail but it has been removed from the study due to trail construction altering
travel patterns in the immediate area around the counter. The counter placed near the California
Tree was intended to capture the pattern of visitor use headed into the Upper Grove. It is only
one of several potential hiking routes into the Upper Grove, so it cannot be used to estimate a
percentage of visitors hiking into the Upper Grove. Summary figures showing the average
monthly, daily, and hourly inbound trail volume follow for each of the three trail counter
locations (Figures 22 to 33).
Figure 22 displays the monthly totals for the complete months during the study. The Upper
Grizzly Trail counter averaged 2,155 inbound visitors per day during the June to August study
period (Figure 23). Far fewer individuals (average =124) were detected hiking toward the
Grizzly Giant at the Outer Loop Parking Lot counter (Figure 27). While outbound use is still
lower than at the Upper Grizzly Trail counter, the Outer Loop receives about three times as many
outbound visitors than inbound (Figure 26). It should be noted that total outbound volume is
about 10% lower than total inbound volume. This is likely due to some exiting visitors not
passing a trail counter because they walked back on the tram road instead of the trails.
Conversely, some tram visitors, who were not recorded as inbound hikers, decided to hike back
to the parking lot, which would add to outbound volume. In fact, GPS track results found that a
majority (65%) of tram riders hiked in the Lower Grove, likely hiking the trails back to the
parking lot from the Grizzly Giant.
Total monthly trail use volumes at the Upper Grizzly Giant and Outer Loop Trail counters
indicate that July was the busiest month in the Lower Grove trail system (Figures 22 and 26);
however, August had the greatest number of visitors passing California Tree counter headed
toward the Upper Grove (Figure 30). Except for the Outer Loop Trail, incoming visitor volumes
were slightly higher on weekends than weekdays (Figures 23, 27, and 31).
Hourly inbound volumes at the Upper Grizzly Giant and Outer Loop Trail counters suggests trail
use sharply increases around 9:00 and remains high until about 19:00 (Figures 24 and 28). Peak
arrivals to the Upper Grizzly Giant trail counter occurs around 10:00 and then there is a lower
peak that occurs about 15:00. This daily pattern is relatively similar across all days of the week
(Figures 25 and 29). Peak volume of visitors heading toward the Upper Grove from the
California Tree occurs between 11:00 and 14:00 (Figure 32) with a gradual decline after that.
The hourly pattern is similar across the days of the week (Figure 33).
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Figure 21 - Location of infrared trail counters in Mariposa Grove, summer 2011.

Trail Use – Upper Grizzly Giant Trail Counter

Upper Grizzly Giant ‐ Monthly Total Trail Volume
(Inbound)
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Figure 22 - Total visitors by month at the Upper Grizzly Giant counter.
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Upper Grizzly Giant Trail ‐ Average Daily Total
(Inbound) by Month
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Figure 23 – Average Daily Total of inbound visitors by month at the Upper Grizzly Giant counter.

Upper Grizzly Giant Trail ‐ Average Hourly Volume
(Inbound)
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Figure 24 – Average Hourly Total of inbound visitors by season at the Upper Grizzly Giant counter.
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Upper Grizzly Giant Trail ‐ Average Hourly Total
(Inbound) by Day of the Week
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Figure 25 – Average hourly total of inbound visitors by day of the week at the Upper Grizzly Giant
counter.
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Trail Use – Outer Loop Trail Counter

Outer Loop ‐ Monthly Total Volume
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Figure 26 – Total visitors by month at the Outer Loop trail counter.

Outer Loop Trail ‐ Average Daily Total (Inbound) by
Month
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Figure 27 – Average Daily Total of inbound visitors by month at the Outer Loop trail counter.
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Outer Loop Trail ‐ Average Hourly Total (Inbound)
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Figure 28 – Average Hourly Total of inbound visitors by season at the Outer Loop trail counter.

Outer Loop Trail ‐ Average Hourly Total (Inbound) by
Day of the Week
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Figure 29 – Average Hourly Total of inbound visitors by day of the week at the Outer Loop trail counter.
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Trail Use – Upper Grove via California Tree

Upper Grove ‐ Monthly Total
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Figure 30 – Total visitors by month to the Upper Grove via the California Tree.
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Figure 31 – Average Daily Total of visitors by month to the Upper Grove via the California Tree.
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Upper Grove ‐ Average Hourly Total (Inbound)
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Figure 32 - Average Hourly Total of inbound visitors by season month to the Upper Grove via the
California Tree.
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Figure 33 - Average Hourly Total of inbound visitors by day of the week to the Upper Grove via the
California Tree.
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Trip Characteristics
Mariposa Grove Prep Time and Infrastructure Use

The time visitors spent in the Grove infrastructure area orienting, using the facilities, and going
to the Gift Shop prior to their trip into the Mariposa Grove was calculated. Times were very
similar among transit hubs so the average is presented (Table 8). Tram riders spent slightly
longer in the infrastructure area, perhaps waiting for the tram ride to begin. Visitors also tended
to spend time in the Grove infrastructure area post-trip. This time is unknown for trips
originating in Mariposa Grove, but post-trip time, not spent in the immediate shuttle boarding
area, was calculated for Wawona and South Entrance visitors. This time tended to be less than
the time preparing for a hike and orienting to the Grove.
Table 8. Infrastructure area pre- and post-trip times by user type.
Polygon

n

Duration
(hh:mm:ss)

Std. Dev.
(hh:mm:ss)

Range
(hh:mm:ss)

299

0:21:01

0:12:00

0:00:30‐1:13:33

71

0:27:53

0:10:50

0:04:13‐1:03:18

238

0:09:57

0:08:19

0:00:00‐0:51:59

Pre‐hike/ride orientation time
Hiker (all hubs)
Tram Rider (all hubs)
Post‐trip infrastructure use 1
All users (tram and hiker)
1

Mariposa Grove origin are not included and return shuttle wait times are not included.

Areas Visited

The percentage of hikers (excluding tram riders) arriving to the iconic Grizzly Giant was
estimated to be 74.4% (based on the 20 days of private vehicle arrival, DNC shuttle counts, tram
ridership counts, and trail counter data). The variability was considerable, with daily estimates
ranging from 60.1% to 88.5% and a standard deviation of 6.6%.
GPS track results can also be used to estimate the percentage of hikers who visit different areas
of the Grove (Table 9). However, the visitation percentages to all three of the areas presented
are likely overestimates for two reasons. One is that we only handed out GPS units between 9:00
and 15:00 and it is likely that later arriving visitors do not hike as far. The parking duration
results support this hypothesis (see Figure 16). Another reason these presented numbers are
likely overestimates is because of the processing rules applied to the GPS tracks. It was
necessary to eliminate from the analysis tracks originating in the Mariposa Grove parking area
that did not leave the prep area or infrastructure polygon (encompassing the parking lot, tram
area, the gift shop and a buffer area including some of the Lower Grove). Unfortunately, this
likely eliminated the visitors who chose to remain in this infrastructure zone, simply viewing
trees near the parking lot. In fact, 4.7% of the trips taking a shuttle from South Gate or Wawona
never left the infrastructure polygon around the parking lot and therefore never even entered the
Lower Grove research polygon.
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Table 9. Attrition by transit hub for hikers
Starting Location
Mariposa Grove
South Entrance
Wawona
Total (weighted)

n
98
66
135
299

Grizzly Giant
85.7%
80.3%
77.8%
82.7%

California Tree
78.6%
78.8%
65.2%
74.1%

Upper Grove
53.1%
51.5%
53.3%
52.9%

Time Spent in Different Areas of Mariposa Grove

The GPS tracks were used to calculate the time spent in the designated research polygons in
Mariposa Grove. Times presented in Table 10 are only for visitors who entered the area of
interest. Hikers (non-tram riders) on average spent about 51 minutes in the Lower Grove,
including the time spent at the Grizzly Giant and California Tree. Hikers on average spent about
2 minutes longer around the Grizzly Giant than the California Tree. Hikers who made it to the
Upper Grove tended to stay there longer, but trip length was more variable than the Lower
Grove. This is understandable because of the longer trail lengths and higher number of trail
options in the Upper Grove. Statistical analyses (ANOVA) found no significant differences in
time spent in each polygon by transit hub (Table 11). This suggests hikers spent similar amounts
of time hiking in the Mariposa Grove, regardless of transit hub origin.
The duration tram riders spent in each area of Mariposa Grove is provided in Table 12. The
averages include all tram riders, even those who eventually left the tram and hiked in the Upper
and/or Lower Grove. The average tram trip if did a visitor did not leave the tram to hike was 1 hr
17 min. There was not much variability in this value with tram trips ranging from 1 hr 9 min to 1
hr 29 min.
Table 10. Hiker times by area.
Polygon
Lower Grove

n

Duration
(hh:mm:ss)

Std. Dev.
(hh:mm:ss)

Range
(hh:mm:ss)

287

0:50:50

0:19:29

0:00:52‐3:01:18

Grizzly Giant

242

0:07:39

0:04:51

0:00:06‐0:26:34

California Tree

217

0:05:42

0:04:04

0:00:02‐0:24:38

158

1:16:06

0:57:52

0:00:02‐4:35:02

Upper Grove

Table 11. Hiker times by area and transit hub.
Mariposa Grove
(hh:mm:ss)

South Entrance
(hh:mm:ss)

Wawona
(hh:mm:ss)

0:53:47

0:46:52

0:50:32

Grizzly Giant

0:07:57

0:06:58

0:07:45

California Tree

0:06:03

0:05:49

0:05:19

1:04:55

1:11:29

1:26:21

Polygon
Lower Grove

Upper Grove
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Table 12. Times spent in different areas by tram riders
Polygon

n

Lower Grove

Duration
(hh:mm:ss)

Std. Dev.
(hh:mm:ss)

Range
(hh:mm:ss)

71

0:36:38

0:19:50

0:21:40‐1:58:44

Grizzly Giant

56

0:05:48

0:04:04

0:00:08‐0:16:53

California Tree

59

0:04:09

0:04:10

0:00:12‐0:15:05

68

1:04:38

0:37:51

0:07:52‐3:45:43

Upper Grove

Distance Traveled in Research Polygons

GPS tracks were used to calculate distances traveled by hikers in the Upper and Lower Groves
(Table 13). As with the hiking duration results, Upper Grove travel distances were more variable
than Lower Grove. There were no significant differences among transit hubs (Table 14).
Table 13. Hiker distances traveled by area
Polygon

N

Distance
(miles)

Std. Dev.
(miles)

Range
(miles)

Lower Grove

287

1.37

0.52

0.04‐4.42

Upper Grove

158

2.48

1.87

0.01‐8.79

Table 14. Hiking distances by area and transit hub.
Polygon

Mariposa Grove
(miles)

South Entrance
(miles)

Wawona
(miles)

Lower Grove

1.38

1.44

1.32

Upper Grove

2.02

2.77

2.67

Trip Characteristics Summary

Figure 34 illustrates a combination of the trip stages presented above into one chart. It presents
an average of times spent at each trip stage (prep/orientation time in Mariposa Grove
infrastructure, time in Lower Grove, time in Upper Grove, post-trip time in the infrastructure
area of Mariposa Grove, shuttle wait times-both ways, and shuttle transit times-both ways).
Some of these times are different than what was presented above because it combined tram and
hiker trips and zeros were included in Upper Grove average times if the visitor did not make it
into the Upper Grove. This should be viewed as a rough estimate of trip times, keeping in mind
that there is an over-representation of tram riders in this sample and that visitors who started their
trip in Mariposa Grove also likely spent post-trip time in the infrastructure area that was not
captured because of processing rules and collection of the GPS units. Also, there was likely some
prep times in the parking areas of Wawona and South Gate that were not captured because
visitors were contacted when they arrived at a shuttle stop.
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Even with the caveats and cautions in interpreting this chart, it is useful to illustrate a couple of
key things. One is that time spent in the Lower and Upper Groves is remarkably similar,
regardless of starting location. This suggests that the added time associated with shuttle use does
not limit time spent within the Grove. This chart is also helpful in understanding the relative
times spent orienting once arriving at the Grove vs. hiking time. It is also useful to look at the
relative amount of time spent getting to the Grove from Wawona and the South Entrance parking
areas vs. time spent hiking in the Grove.

Figure 34. Trip duration and components by transit hub.
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Regression Modeling Results
Inbound Trail Use and Overall Arrivals to Mariposa Grove
The following linear regression models were estimated using the sum of inbound visitors on the
trail as the dependent variable and the number of overall arrivals to Mariposa Grove as the
independent variable. Inbound visitors on the trail were estimated from the trail counters on the
Outer Loop Trail near the parking lot and on the Upper Grizzly Giant Trail near the Grizzly
Giant (Figure 21). Overall arrivals to the Grove were estimated via an automated vehicle counter
on the Mariposa Grove Road. Visitors arriving by private vehicle were calculated by
multiplying the number of private vehicles by average vehicle occupancy. Average vehicle
occupancy was determined via direct observation of arriving vehicles to Mariposa Grove on 21
days. Visitors arriving by shuttle bus were calculated by multiplying the number of shuttle buses
per hour times the average hourly shuttle ridership based on 20 days of DNC ridership data.
Regression models were found to have a stronger relationship when using a one hour negative
offset of overall arrivals to visitation on the trails. A one hour offset accounts for delays between
when a visitor arrives at Mariposa Grove via a particular mode of transportation and when they
actually pass a trail counter. This was done to account for the time needed to prepare for a hike
and walk the 0.6 mile through the Grove to the Upper Grizzly Giant Trail counter, which
accounted for 95% of inbound hikers. Therefore, the regression models assume a person arriving
to the parking area during the 9 to10am hour would be expected to pass the trail counter during
the 10 to 11am hour.
Three discreet periods were identified during the day with regards to vehicle and visitation
patterns; 5am to 10am, 10am to 5pm, and 5pm till 10pm (Mariposa Grove is closed to visitors
during the night). These periods were chosen because they reflect different arrival patterns to the
Grove. The morning and late afternoon time periods are largely influenced by private vehicle
arrivals to the Grove parking lot. Arrivals between 10am to 5pm are a combination of shuttle
bus arrivals with periodic pulses of private vehicles when the gate is opened, and the system is
operating at capacity during this peak use time of the day.
5am to 10am

During this period of the morning, visitor arrivals to Mariposa Grove are driven primarily by
private vehicle. There is a strong, positive relationship between overall arrivals to the Grove and
visitation on the trail (Figure 35, Table 15).
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Figure 35 – Regression Model plot of Arrivals to Mariposa Grove between 5am and 10am to Inbound Trail
Visitation.

Table 15. 5am to 10am Regression Statistics
Regression Statistics (standard error
in parentheses)
17.95
Constant
(2.008)
0.604
Parameter estimate
(0.012)
Adjusted Model R2

0.82

10am to 5pm

During this period of the day visitor arrivals to Mariposa Grove are a combination of private
vehicle and shuttle bus. A weak, only slightly positive relationship was found between overall
arrivals to Mariposa Grove and visitor use on the trail an hour later (Figure 35, Table 16). There
are several likely factors that need to be further accounted for in order to establish a relationship
between visitor arrivals to Mariposa Grove and visitor use on the trail. Possible factors include:
attrition between the parking lot and Upper Grizzly Giant trail counter, proportions of visitors
utilizing the fee-for-service tram rather than the trail system, and behavioral changes due to high
use levels or other factors resulting in delay times between arrivals and trail use other than one
hour.
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Figure 36 – Regression Model plot of Arrivals to Mariposa Grove between 10am and 5pm to Inbound Trail
Visitation.

Table 16. 10am to 5pm Regression Statistics
Regression Statistics (standard error
in parentheses)
152.42
Constant
(9.656)
0.175
Parameter estimate
(0.026)
Adjusted Model R2

0.05

5pm to 10pm

During this period of the day, visitor arrivals to Mariposa Grove are again driven primarily by
private vehicle, and the relationship was stronger (Figure 37, Table 17). Although shuttle buses
continue to run, primary ridership is visitors returning to South Entrance and Wawona as overall
demand has lowered enough to allow the gate at South Entrance to remain open.
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Figure 17 – Regression Model plot of Arrivals to Mariposa Grove between 5pm and 10pm to Inbound Trail
Visitation.

Table 17. 5pm to 10pm Regression Statistics
Regression Statistics (standard error
in parentheses)
-9.867
Constant
(1.057)
0.563
Parameter estimate
(0.008)
Adjusted Model R2
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0.87

Visitor Use Simulation Modeling
Prior to this study, a computer simulation model of visitor use at Grizzly Giant was developed as
part of Yosemite National Park’s Integrated Transportation and Capacity Assessment (ITCA)
project. The computer simulation model was used in this study to estimate the amount of visitor
crowding at Grizzly Giant, based on existing levels of visitor use in Mariposa Grove observed
during summer 2011.
In particular, visitor crowding at Grizzly Giant was estimated based on simulations of the
busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of visitor use on the trail to Grizzly Giant during
summer 2011. Further, the computer simulation model was used to estimate the maximum
number of people that can be accommodated at Grizzly Giant per day, without exceeding a range
of potential density-based crowding standards of quality (i.e., to estimate the crowding-related
capacity of Grizzly Giant). The area used to estimate visitor densities at Grizzly Giant is located
on the southwest side of the Grizzly Giant and is approximately 1,382 square feet in size (Figure
38).
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Figure 38 - Map of Grizzly Giant pedestrian model area.

This section of the report first describes a range of potential density-based crowding standards
that can be used to estimate existing levels of crowding and the crowding-related capacity of
Grizzly Giant. Then estimates of existing levels of crowding at Grizzly Giant are presented, and
finally, estimates of crowding-related capacity at Grizzly Giant based on the range of potential
density-based crowding standards of quality described are given.
Potential Density-based Crowding Standards of Quality
As noted, a range of potential density-based crowding standards of quality were used to
characterize existing levels of crowding at Grizzly Giant and estimate the crowding-related
capacity of Grizzly Giant. Each of the potential density-based standards of quality are described
in this section, including those based on: 1) the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) Pedestrian
Level of Service (LOS); 2) a draft crowding-related standard of quality for a similar type of
visitor use zone in Mount Rainier National Park; and 3) visitor survey research conducted at
Grizzly Giant during summer 2010 by the University of Vermont.
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Highway Capacity Manual Pedestrian Level of Service

The HCM is the primary transportation planning and engineering reference for evaluating the
capacity and quality of service of transportation facilities, including walkways, multi-use paths,
and similar pedestrian facilities. With respect to pedestrian facilities, the HCM specifies levels of
service that characterize the degree to which pedestrians’ are able to move freely, without being
impeded by the presence of others (i.e., Pedestrian LOS).
Pedestrian LOS range from LOS A to LOS F, and are based on the volume of pedestrians using a
facility during the peak 15-minutes of the analysis period, relative to the physical capacity of the
pedestrian facility. Pedestrian LOS are expressed numerically as the area of space per person,
and described qualitatively in terms of the degree to which pedestrians are able to move freely,
without impediments or conflicts with other pedestrians (Table 18).
Table 18. HCM Pedestrian LOS – Random Pedestrian Flow.
Random
(ft2/person)

LOS
A

> 60

B

>40-60

C

>24-40

D

>15-24

E

>8-15

F

≤8

HCM Description
Ability to move in desired path, no
need to alter movements
Occasional need to adjust path to
avoid conflicts
Frequent need to adjust path to avoid
conflicts
Speed and ability to pass slower
pedestrians restricted
Speed restricted, very limited ability
to pass slower pedestrians
Speeds severely restricted, frequent
contact with other users

The results of visitor use modeling contained in this report include crowding and crowdingrelated capacity estimates based on Pedestrian LOS for random pedestrian flow. More
specifically, the threshold for crowding is specified as average visitor density during the peak 15minute period at Grizzly Giant not to exceed that associated with Pedestrian LOS A, which
allows visitors to move freely, without having to adjust their path to avoid conflicts with other
visitors. The crowding-related capacity of Grizzly Giant based on the HCM Pedestrian LOS is
defined in this study as the maximum number of visitors that can be accommodated per day at
Grizzly Giant, without visitor density exceeding that associated with Pedestrian LOS A.
To help provide a visual point of reference for the HCM Pedestrian LOS A with random
pedestrian flow, a photo simulation from the University of Vermont visitor survey is presented,
depicting a use density of approximately 58 square feet of space per person (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Grizzly Giant visitor use photo simulation – 24 PAOT, approximately 58 ft2/person.

Mount Rainier National Park Draft Crowding-related Standard of Quality

The user capacity planning team at Mount Rainier National Park has developed draft crowdingrelated standards of quality based on the HCM Pedestrian LOS concept. For the Sensitive
Resource Zone of Mount Rainier National Park, which includes popular visitor destinations and
trails similar to those in the Mariposa Grove, including Grizzly Giant, the following was
specified as the draft crowding-related standard of quality:
The amount of space per person on the busiest trails in the Sensitive Resource Zone will fall
below100 ft2/person for fewer than 10 minutes per day on the 95th percentile day of the visitor
use season.
This draft standard is designed to provide a quantitative threshold to monitor and manage visitor
use according to desired conditions for the Sensitive Resource Zone. In particular, the General
Management Plan for Mount Rainier National Park describes the Sensitive Resource Zone as,
among other things, providing for visitor experiences of park resources that are generally
unimpeded by other visitors.
The results of visitor use modeling contained in this report include crowding and crowdingrelated capacity estimates based on Mount Rainier National Park’s draft crowding-related
standard of quality, as specified above. More specifically, the threshold for crowding is specified
as less than 100 square feet of space per person in Grizzly Giant area more than 10 minutes
during the analysis period (i.e., simulated visitor use day). The crowding-related capacity of
Grizzly Giant based on the Mount Rainier National Park draft standard is defined in this study
two ways: 1) the maximum number of visitors that can be accommodated per day at Grizzly
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Giant, without visitor density resulting in less than 100 square feet of space per person at Grizzly
Giant more than 10 minutes during the day; and 2) the maximum number of visitors that can be
accommodated per day at Grizzly Giant, without average visitor density during the peak 15minute period resulting in less than 100 square feet of space per person at Grizzly Giant.
To help provide a visual point of reference for the Mount Rainier National Park draft crowdingrelated standard, a photo simulation from the University of Vermont visitor survey is presented,
depicting a use density of approximately 115 square feet per person (Figure 40).

Figure 40. Grizzly Giant visitor use photo simulation – 12 PAOT, approximately 115 ft2/person.

Visitor-based Crowding Standards of Quality based on Survey Research at Grizzly Giant

During summer 2010, the University of Vermont administered a visitor survey at Grizzly Giant
to measure visitor-based crowding standards. The results of the survey include a set of potential
crowding-related standards of quality, expressed in terms of the number of people at one time
(PAOT) in Grizzly Giant area. The visitor-based crowding standards measured in the study
ranged from the maximum PAOT visitors would prefer to see at Grizzly Giant, to the maximum
PAOT visitors would tolerate before deciding to go somewhere else instead (Table 19).
Table 19. Visitor Survey-based Crowding Standards of Quality at Grizzly Giant – PAOT.
PAOT
(people)

Standard of Quality
Preference
Acceptability
Maximum NPS Allow
Displacement

7
18
20
26
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During summer 2010, high-precision GPS technology was used to measure the study area for
Grizzly Giant visitor survey. These areal measures were used to convert the visitor-based
standards of quality in Table 7 to standards of quality expressed in terms of use density (i.e.,
square feet per person; Table 20).

Table 20. Visitor Survey-based Crowding Standards of Quality at Grizzly Giant – Use Density.
Standard of Quality
Preference
Acceptability
Maximum NPS Allow
Displacement

Density
2
(ft /person)
197
76
69
53

The results of visitor use modeling contained in this report include crowding and crowdingrelated capacity estimates based on the density-based expression of the “Maximum NPS Allow”
standard of quality measured in the University of Vermont visitor survey (Table 20). This
standard represents the maximum use density visitors generally think should be allowed by the
NPS, and beyond which visitors generally think the NPS should limit use. Thus, this standard is
particularly meaningful for the modeling in this study, which is focused on estimating the
crowding-related capacity of Grizzly Giant, beyond which visitor use management, possibly
including use limits, is necessary.
The threshold for crowding, therefore, is specified as average visitor density during the peak 15minute period at Grizzly Giant less than 69 square feet per person. The crowding-related
capacity of Grizzly Giant based on this standard is defined in this study two ways: 1) the
maximum number of visitors that can be accommodated per day at Grizzly Giant, without visitor
density resulting in less than 69 square feet of space per person at Grizzly Giant more than 10
minutes during the day; and 2) the maximum number of visitors that can be accommodated per
day at Grizzly Giant, without average visitor density during the peak 15-minute period resulting
in less than 69 square feet of space per person at Grizzly Giant.
To help provide a visual point of reference for this density standard, photo simulations from the
University of Vermont visitor survey are presented, depicting use densities of approximately 77
square feet per person (Figure 41) and 58 square feet per person (Figure 42).
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Figure 41. Grizzly Giant visitor use photo simulation – 18 PAOT, approximately 77 ft2/person.

Figure 42. Grizzly Giant visitor use photo simulation – 24 PAOT, approximately 58 ft2/person.
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Visitor Use Model Estimates of Crowding During Summer 2011
As noted, visitor crowding at Grizzly Giant was estimated with the visitor use model based on
simulations of the busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of visitor use on the trail to Grizzly
Giant during summer 2011. The first set of results from this series of simulations is presented in
Table 21 and reports the percent of time the visitor density associated with each of the crowdingrelated standards described above is exceeded.
For example, the results in Table 21 suggest that during the busiest day of summer 2011, there
was 60 square feet of space per person, or less (HCM LOS A – Random Flow), at Grizzly Giant
only 9% of the time, while there was 100 square feet of space per person, or less (Mount Rainier
National Park Draft Density Standard), more than 40% of the time. Similarly, on the 7th busiest
day of summer 2011, there was 69 square feet of space, or less (Visitor Survey-based Standard),
per person just over 10% of the time.
Table 21. Percent of Time Density Threshold Exceeded During Busiest, 7th Busiest, and 50th Busiest
Days of Summer, 2011a.
Density Threshold

Busiest
(2,201)b

7th Busiest
b
(2,012)

50th Busiest
b
(1,435)

HCM LOS A – Random Flow
(>60 ft2/person)

9%
(±0.4%)

5%
(±0.4%)

0.6%
(±0.1%)

Visitor Survey-based: Preference
2
(>197 ft /person)

84%
(±0.5%)

81%
(±0.6%)

61%
(±0.8%)

Visitor Survey-based: Acceptability
2
(>76 ft /person)

23%
(±0.6%)

17%
(±0.6%)

4%
(±0.4%)

Visitor Survey-based: Maximum NPS Allow
2
(>69 ft /person)

16%
(±0.5%)

12%
(±0.5%)

2%
(±0.3%)

Visitor Survey-based: Displacement
2
(>53 ft /person)

4%
(±0.3%)

2%
(±0.5%)

0.1%
(±0.0%)

Mount Rainier National Park-DRAFT
2
(>100 ft /person)

44%
(±0.7%)

38%
(±0.8%)

16%
(±0.6%)

a

95% confidence interval in parentheses.

b

Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

Results in Table 22 report estimates from the visitor use model of the Pedestrian LOS for the
busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of visitor use on the trail to Grizzly Giant during
summer 2011. As noted, Pedestrian LOS is based on the average visitor density during the 15
minute peak of each of the simulated days, and is very sensitive to assumptions about the
pedestrian flow.
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Table 22. HCM Pedestrian LOS During the Busiest, 7th Busiest, and 50th Busiest Days of Summer,
2011.
Standard of Quality
HCM LOS – Random Flow
a

Busiest
(2,201)a

7th Busiest
(2,012)a

50th Busiest
(1,435)a

A

A

A

Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

A series of simulations was conducted with the visitor use model to estimate whether each of the
visitor survey-based and draft Mount Rainier National Park standards of quality were exceeded
during the busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of visitor use on the trail to Grizzly Giant
during summer 2011. Two different methods were used to assess crowding, relative to the visitor
survey-based and draft Mount Rainier National Park standards of quality, as described below.
The first method is based on the approach used in the HCM, and uses the visitor use model to
test whether the average visitor density during the 15-minute peak of each of the simulated days
exceeded the corresponding density standard (i.e., 59 square feet of space per person, or less, for
the visitor survey-based standard, and 100 square feet of space per person, or less, for the Mount
Rainier National Park draft standard). Results based on this method are reported in Table 23 and
suggest that the draft Mount Rainier National Park standard of quality was exceeded on the
busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of summer 2011, while the visitor survey-based
standard was exceeded on the busiest and 7th busiest days, but not the 50th busiest day.

Table 23. Crowding Assessment for Busiest, 7th Busiest, and 50th Busiest Days of Summer, 2011 – 15minute Peak Method.
Busiest
a
(2,201)

7th Busiest
a
(2,012)

50th Busiest
a
(1,435)

Visitor Survey-based

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard Not
Exceeded

Mount Rainier National Park-DRAFT

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard of Quality

a

Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

The second method is based on the approach described in Mount Rainier National Park’s draft
standard of quality, and uses the visitor use model to test whether the density standard (i.e., 59
square feet of space per person, or less, for the visitor survey-based standard, and 100 square feet
of space per person, or less, for the Mount Rainier National Park draft standard) was exceeded
more than 10 minutes during the day on the busiest, 7th busiest, and 50th busiest days of summer
2011. Results based on this method are reported in Table 24 and support the same conclusions as
those based on the results in Table 23.
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Table 24. Crowding Assessment for Busiest, 7th Busiest, and 50th Busiest Days of Summer, 2011 – 10minute Maximum Method.
Busiest
(2,201)a

7th Busiest
(2,012)a

50th Busiest
(1,435)a

Visitor Survey-based

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard Not
Exceeded

Mount Rainier National Park-DRAFT

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard
Exceeded

Standard of Quality

a

Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

Results in this section suggest conclusions about the extent of crowding at Grizzly Giant are
dependent on the crowding-related standard of quality with which use density is evaluated. That
being said, the simulation results suggest that visitor use on the busiest and 7th busiest days
during summer 2011 exceeded all of the potential crowding-related standards, except the HCM
Pedestrian LOS for random pedestrian flows. Results were split, with respect to crowding on the
50th busiest day during summer 2011, with the draft Mount Rainier National Park standard of
quality exceeded. In contrast, model results suggest on the 50th busiest day during summer 2011,
the visitor survey-based standard of quality was not exceeded and the HCM Pedestrian LOS, in
the case of random pedestrian flow was LOS A.
Visitor Use Model Estimates of Crowding-related Capacity at Grizzly Giant
As noted, the computer simulation model was used to estimate the maximum number of people
that can be accommodated at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per day, without exceeding the
range of potential density-based crowding standards of quality described above.
Results in Table 25 report crowding-related capacity estimates for Grizzly Giant based on the
HCM Pedestrian LOS, which is defined in this study as the maximum number of visitors that can
be accommodated at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per day, without visitor density exceeding
that associated with Pedestrian LOS A.

Table 25. Crowding-related Capacity Estimates for Grizzly Giant Based on the HCM Pedestrian LOSa.
Crowding-related
Capacityb

Standard of Quality

2,201
(±16)

HCM LOS A – Random Flow
a
b

95% confidence interval in parentheses.
Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

For the visitor survey-based and draft Mount Rainier National Park standards of quality, two
different methods were used to estimate the crowding-related capacity of Grizzly Giant. Results
based on the first method are presented in Table 26 and are estimates of the maximum number of
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people that can be accommodated at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per day, without the
average visitor density during the 15-minute peak exceeding the corresponding density standard
(i.e., 59 square feet of space per person, or less, for the visitor survey-based standard, and 100
square feet of space per person, or less, for the Mount Rainier National Park draft standard).

Table 26. Crowding-related Capacity Estimates for Grizzly Giant Based on the Visitor Survey-based and
Draft Mount Rainier National Park Standards of Quality – 15-minute Peak Methoda.
Standard of Quality

Crowding-related
Capacityb

Visitor Survey-based

1,900
(±16)

Mount Rainier National ParkDRAFT

1,288
(±12)

a
b

95% confidence interval in parentheses.
Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

Results based on the second method are presented in Table 27 and are estimates of the maximum
number of people that can be accommodated at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per day,
without the visitor density exceeding the corresponding standard (i.e., 59 square feet of space per
person, or less, for the visitor survey-based standard, and 100 square feet of space per person, or
less, for the Mount Rainier National Park draft standard) more than 10 minutes during the day.

Table 27. Crowding-related Capacity Estimates for Grizzly Giant Based on the Visitor Survey-based and
Draft Mount Rainier National Park Standards of Quality – 10-Minute Maximum Methoda.
Standard of Quality

Crowding-related
b
Capacity

Visitor Survey-based

1,435
(±13)

Mount Rainier National ParkDRAFT

922
(±11)

a
b

95% confidence interval in parentheses.
Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

Results in this section suggest the crowding-related capacity of Grizzly Giant ranges widely,
depending on the crowding-related standard of quality with which use density is evaluated.
However, the results suggest a maximum of 1,000 to 2,000 visitors per day can be
accommodated at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant, without exceeding crowding-related
standards of quality.
The standard of quality derived from visitor surveys at Grizzly Giant itself suggests a crowdingrelated capacity of approximately 1,500 to 2,000 arrivals at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per
day. The HCM Pedestrian LOS for random pedestrian flow suggests a crowding-related capacity
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at the high-end of the range of estimates (~2,200 people per day), while the draft standard of
quality developed by the user capacity planning team at Mount Rainier National Park suggests a
capacity of about 1,000 to 1,200 arrivals at the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant per day.
To summarize and provide context for the range of crowding-related capacities estimated in this
study, Table 28 compares the various crowding-related capacity estimates with visitor arrivals at
the X1 approach to Grizzly Giant during summer 2011. In particular, each of the crowdingrelated capacity estimates is ranked, relative to daily visitor use measured on the trail to Grizzly
Giant during the summer 2011 study period, which was 116 days in length. For example, the
crowding-related capacity estimate based on the HCM LOS A for random pedestrian flow
corresponds with daily visitor use on the busiest day during the summer 2011 study period. In
contrast, the crowding-related capacity estimates based on the visitor survey-based standard
correspond with daily visitor use on the 9th busiest and 50th busiest day of summer 2011, for the
15-minute peak period method and 10-minute maximum method, respectively.

Table 28. Crowding-related Capacity Estimates for Grizzly Giant in Relation to Visitor Use During
Summer 2011a.
Crowding-related
b
Capacity

Daily Visitor Use
Rank, Summer 2011

HCM LOS A – Random Flow

2,201
(±16)

st
1 Busiest

Visitor Survey-based
(15-minute peak method)

1,900
(±16)

th
9 Busiest

Mount Rainier National Park-DRAFT
(15-minute peak method)

1,288
(±12)

th
88 Busiest

Visitor Survey-based
(10-minute maximum method)

1,435
(±13)

th
50 Busiest

Mount Rainier National Park-DRAFT
(10-minute maximum method)

922
(±11)

th
116 Busiest

Standard of Quality

a
b

95% confidence interval in parentheses.
Visitor arrivals at X1 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.
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Conclusions
This report provides a summary of current infrastructure, operations, visitor use patterns, and
experiences for Mariposa Grove and the areas used to access it. Such information can be
integrated into the planning process for the Mariposa Grove Restoration Plan. Other ways of
querying, cross tabulating, and analyzing these results are possible. It is expected that additional
questions will arise during the generation and refinement of planning alternatives that may not be
fully analyzed and reported here.
The key findings are summarized below:




During the peak visitation season (June, July, and August) addressed in this research, the
current parking infrastructure for the Mariposa area (including South Entrance and
Wawona) reaches capacity by mid-morning and remains at or near capacity until at least
16:00 when sampling ended for the day.
o The Mariposa Grove parking area was on average full by 9:36 and the gate was
closed by 10:00 89% of the time. Demand remained high to park at Mariposa
Grove until around 18:00 when outbound traffic on Mariposa Grove Road
exceeded inbound. Gate closure was variable, but on average it was closed 52%
of the time between 10:00 and 15:00.
o Gate closure caused parking to shift to the South Entrance, which rapidly filled
within an hour because it only has a 27 car capacity. Vehicle accumulation rapidly
increased in the Wawona Store parking area from 10:00 to 11:00, neared capacity
around 12:00, peaked at 13:00, declined slightly throughout the afternoon, but
remained high until sampling ended at 16:00. Parking around Wawona was not
limited to the formal lots and included roadside parking during peak demand.
o Similar parking and trail counter patterns and volumes were seen on weekends
and weekdays, although weekend use was slightly higher and capacity was
reached slightly earlier in the day.
Because of its relatively large parking capacity (113 formal spots) and quicker turnover
because of shorter trips (no extra time spent waiting for the shuttle or in transit), the
Mariposa Grove parking area serviced on average 58.5% of total arrivals to the Grove.
o The relative contribution to arrivals from each transit hub was variable. Higher
visitation levels tended to mean more visitors accessed the Grove from South
Entrance and Wawona transit hubs because there was a limit to how many people
the Mariposa Grove parking lot could service and any additional visitation had to
come from other sources. However, Mariposa Grove parking area arrivals by
personal vehicles was not consistent even when capacity had been reached, which
suggests that variable gate operation procedures (i.e., variability in how quickly
the gate was opened to fill empty spots) impacted the number of vehicles that
could be accommodated.
o Shuttle buses began arriving at the Grove during the 9:00 hour, peaked during the
10:00, and then a second peak occurred around 16:00 when empty buses were
sent to collect exiting hikers. An average of 1,524 riders took the shuttle (80%
from Wawona). Buses arriving to Mariposa Grove were at 95% capacity 25.5%
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of the time between 9:00 and 15:00, but the percentage at capacity was highly
variable (Range: 4 to 57%).
Visitors arriving to Mariposa Grove spent the same amount of time and accessed key
areas (Grizzly Giant and Upper Grove) at the same rates, regardless of transit hub. This is
a significant finding that suggests the added shuttle transit time did not reduce time spent
at the destination.
o Trip length was shortest for trips originating at Mariposa Grove (average 1hr 55
min) and longest for trips that originated from Wawona (3hrs 6 min), reflecting
the time added waiting for shuttles and in transit.
o Time spent and distances traveled in the Upper Grove were more variable than the
Lower Grove. This may indicate that visitors enjoy a less structured experience in
the Upper Grove. The GPS tracks estimated that 53% of hikers spent some time in
the Upper Grove, but this is likely an overestimate due to sampling and
processing methodologies.
Most hikers (74%) hiked to the Grizzly Giant and spent just under 8 minutes there. The
majority reaching the Grizzly Giant also visited the California Tree for an average of
about 6 min.
o Peak trail use near the Grizzly Giant occurred in July.
o Peak daily volume near the Grizzly Giant occurred between 10:00 and 11:00 and
remained high until 18:00.
9.6% of visitors arriving to the Grove rode the Big Trees Tram. GPS tracks revealed that
two-thirds of tram riders hiked at some point during their trip into Mariposa Grove; many
hiked back to the parking lot from the Grizzly Giant and some hiked in the Upper Grove
(taking a different tram or hiking back to the parking lot).
Preliminary regression analyses showed that the relationship between visitor arrivals to
the Grove and hikers arriving to the Grizzly Giant was strongest in the early morning and
evening when the Mariposa Grove parking lot was open. During the middle of the day
when the gate was closed and the shuttle was operating, the relationship between visitor
arrival volumes and Grizzly Giant visitation was weak. Further analyses will be
conducted to further understand the relationship between visitor arrivals and volumes
arriving to this iconic and destination tree.
An assessment of crowding and carrying capacity around the Grizzly Giant was presented
and will be explored further within the context of alternative concepts in the next phase
of this research.

All findings point to the current system reaching capacity mid-morning and remaining so
through most of the afternoon, with demand to visit Mariposa Grove remaining high into the
evening hours. The Grizzly Giant is confirmed to be a destination for the vast majority of arrivals
(74% of hikers) to Mariposa Grove and visitation to this iconic tree remains high until 18:00.
This suggests that focusing density or carrying capacity standards around this tree is appropriate
and will be the focus of future analyses within action alternative concepts.
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